Is Your Library Closed – READsquared Can Help

Encourage habits that instill a life-long love of reading with fun, easy-to-use logging and challenges that inspire reading. Implemented in hours and branded for your library, READsquared provides participants with an easy, fun way to log their reading at home, school, library, or on the go.

READsquared understands the concern and uncertainty your community may be experiencing. We wanted to share some ideas for utilizing READsquared to reduce unease during this time.

- Create Missions to provide participants with fun activity ideas outside the library or school
- Craft Reading Lists that link to eBooks in your catalog
- Communicate with participants through in-system questions and notifications, bulk emails and SMS text messages
- Participants can log reading and activities via the mobile website and seamlessly integrated app
- Manage and run your reading programs remotely (anywhere with internet access)

*What are you waiting for, switch to READsquared today!*

- Mobile app and fully integrated mobile website
- Remote administrative access
- Completely customizable
- Year-round programs
- Quick and easy setup

Sign up your library today at [http://www.summerreadingnys.org/readsquared/](http://www.summerreadingnys.org/readsquared/)